5G systems use multiple radio access technology (multi-RAT) to provide broadband, low latency, and high reliability services. Multi-RAT is effective when multipath transmission is used over multichannels. This is why multipath based transmission is one of the key technologies that can improve the throughput and reliability of real-time video streaming over 5G networks. This paper proposes two multipath based concurrent transfer techniques; fast concurrent transfer (FCT) and reliable concurrent transfer (RCT). FCT aims to minimize the round trip time (RTT) required for frame transmission by arranging each of the packets constituting a frame to be sent over multiple channels. In an environment where there are multiple channels, RCT performs redundant transmission of packets, so that even if a packet is lost in one path, the lost packet can be received safely over another path. FCT aims at securing the reliability of data transmission. In addition, a multipath based adaptive concurrent transmission (MACT) scheme is proposed which controls the ratio of FCT and RCT adaptively considering the state of the receiver buffer, inflow throughput, and decoding rate to enhance the reliability and throughput performance. The simulation results show that the proposed MACT scheme results in a better performance compared to the conventional transmission schemes in various network channel conditions. INDEX TERMS Real-time video streaming, wireless networks, multipath UDP, H.264.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fifth generation (5G) networks are projected to support various real-time vision-based services, like augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and remote control services, such as, autonomous driving of connected cars and remote surgery [1] . Vision-based intelligent real-time services used in supporting safety critical operations require more strict constraints, such as, high reliability, low latency, and high resolution video. For example, eHealth, unmanned and remote-controlled vehicles require latency less than tens to hundreds of milliseconds with reliability exceeding 99% [1] . As these examples show, the importance of video streaming applications in 5G networks is significant.
Many vision-based intelligent services are targeted for robots and unmanned vehicles in which wireless networking The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xijun Wang. is essential. However, wireless networks can experience very high packet loss rates (PLRs) due to fading, shadowing fluctuation, and inter-cell interference [2] . Packet losses in realtime video transfer results in stalling during play, which is critical to the video's quality of experience (QoE). In addition, PLR variations make real-time video transfer across wireless networks very challenging [3] . 5G wireless networks are being designed to comprise and utilize multi-radio access technologies (multi-RATs) to achieve high capacity, high QoE, and low latency [4] . Recent mobile devices already include multiple wireless interfaces to receive data simultaneously over multiple wireless networks, such as 5G, LTE, and Wi-Fi [5] . This enables multihoming, allowing connections between the two endpoints via multiple IP addresses or network interface cards.
Multipath transmission schemes have emerged as technologies that can help to enhance the reliability and throughput of wireless networks. Multipath techniques can help to improve the reliability by transmitting duplicated packets through multiple connected paths, or by sending divided portions of a file simultaneously through the multiple paths connecting the source and destination nodes [12] . Considering these two multipath transmission types, multipath transmission results in a trade-off between reliability and throughput based on how the multiple paths are used.
When a mobile device is connected over multiple heterogeneous networks, one of the most widely used protocols for multipath transmission is the multipath transmission control protocol (MPTCP). MPTCP can provide carrier aggregation that will enable higher throughput services by aggregating the bandwidth of multiple access networks (e.g., LTE and Wi-Fi) [6] . However, MPTCP requires kernel modification at both endpoints (client and server) [7] , and there are still many middleboxes that do not allow MPTCP traffic to pass through [8] .
In this paper, a multipath based adaptive concurrent transfer (MACT) scheme is proposed which supports application layer multipath data transfer via user datagram protocol (UDP) and also considers the status of the receiver buffer. The proposed scheme provides a method to satisfy QoE constraints as much as possible using adaptive control techniques to enhance the data rate or reliability according to the amount of frames in the buffer, the video encoding rate, priority of the frame, and the wireless network condition. The novelties of the proposed MACT scheme can be summarized as follows.
• MACT adaptively switches between two transmission schemes, fast concurrent transfer (FCT) and reliable concurrent transfer (RCT), to maximize the transmission rate and reliability.
• The stochastic models for FCT and RCT are derived considering the overall delay, frame size, packet loss rate, and the encoding video rate, which are used in the estimation process of the adaptation control scheme.
• MACT considers the receiver buffer status and latency conditions of the interactive video streaming system.
• MACT makes control decisions based on the frame characteristics and network conditions in situations where not all constraints can be satisfied simultaneously.
II. RELATED WORKS
Video streaming research using multipath transmission techniques have received much attention recently. Iyengar et al. [9] note that there were problems with multipath transmission, which include unnecessary fast retransmissions by the sender, window growth at the sender, and an increased number of acknowledgment messages (ACKs) due to fewer delayed ACKs returned from the receiver. The authors propose a solution that uses concurrent multipath transfer (CMT) based on the stream control transmission protocol (SCTP). Lee et al. [10] propose a technique to increase the fast retransmission threshold on the sender side to increase the performance of transmission control protocol (TCP) based on multipath techniques using a modified delayed ACK at the receiver. The proposed TCP based transmission scheme controls the window size based on received ACKs. In [11] , a partial reliability based real-time streaming (PERES) UDP multipath transmission scheme is proposed, which considers ACKs and negative ACKs (NAKs) with buffer control of the receiver and sender to overcome delay constraints and reliability issues in video streaming over wireless networks. In [12] , a forward error correction (FEC) based scheme that divides packets into multiple subpackets to minimize packet loss over multipath routing is proposed. In [13] , an offloading by restriction (OBR) scheme is proposed to improve the throughput by optimal data offloading when using two paths (5G and LTE) simultaneously. The proposed OBR scheme considers compatibility with MPTCP, where the congestion control and scheduling algorithm of MPTCP are applied in OBR. In [5] , [14] , and [15] , the analysis results on MPTCP indicate that there is a trade-off between the energy consumption and received video quality, where the authors suggest methods for energy optimization in MPTCP. In [5] , an energy distortion-aware MPTCP (EDAM) scheme is proposed to provide quality-guaranteed video streaming with improved energy-efficiency. EDAM considers energy consumption minimization through a video flow rate allocation algorithm based on an analytic energy distortion framework. In [14] , an energy quality aware bandwidth aggregation (ELBA) scheme is proposed which supports energy-efficient bandwidth aggregation based on the delay and quality constraints in wireless networks. In [15] , to achieve the target video quality with minimum device energy consumption, an energy-video aware multipath transport protocol (EVIS) is proposed.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Because UDP is a connectionless transmission scheme with very low overhead, it is a very efficient transport protocol at the expense of lacking retransmission based reliability control. Compared to UDP, TCP is a connection-oriented slower transmission protocol, but supports retransmission based reliability and congestion control [16] . In this paper, the proposed MACT scheme adaptively combines the higher throughput benefits of UDP and the reliability features of TCP. MACT conducts real-time video transmission using UDP with data sequence mapping and duplicated ACK transmissions over multipath routed networks.
In this paper, the video codec used to encode and decode the real-time video is H.264 [17] , where the encoded video rate is r kbps, and the video data consists of a group of pictures (GOP) which consists of F frames. It is also assumed that a GOP consists of one I frame and (F − 1) P (or B) frames, where I frames are independently encoded pictures and P frames depend on one previously decoded I or P frame. P frames contain the motion-compensated differences (i.e., relative information) of other frames to achieve higher video compression rates. Therefore, I frames are more important than P frames, where the loss of an I frame is more critical to the video's QoE. It is assumed that an I frame and P frame are composed of I and P packets, respectively, and the average length of a packet constituting a frame is assumed to be L bits. It is also assumed that there are M paths between the video sender and receiver, which the transmission path is numbered as index m (1 ≤ m ≤ M ), and the data rate of path m is d m (d 1 ≥ · · · ≥ d M ). In addition, the PLR of path m is expressed as π m . In this paper, it is assumed that each path is independent of each other, therefore, they do not affect each other. In addition, corresponding to realistic network situations, each channel state is influenced by the PLR and the data rate changes according to time and various environmental factors. In this paper, it is assumed that the PLR and data rate are obtained through periodic monitoring of the channel state, and the monitoring period can be changed according to the user's speed, policy, application characteristics, and user density.
The proposed MACT system monitors the PLR, queueing delay, and data rate of each subflow between the source and destination. The end-to-end PLR of each path can be calculated by counting the number of received ACKs and the number of transmitted packets. It can be assumed that the minimum RTT over time is the RTT without queueing delay. Therefore, the lowest RTT record of a path can be considered as the path's transmission delay based RTT value. By subtracting a path's lowest RTT record from its current RTT value, the path's current queueing delay can be estimated. The queueing delay that occurs in each subflow can be estimated by monitoring the RTT of each path. In multipath communications, each path experiences a different delay resulting in different packet arrival times, which can cause problems.
MACT sends selective ACKs based on the data sequence mapping of MPTCP [18] , which provides a subflow sequence for each path and a data sequence for the application-level. Packets sent through each multipath are stored and reordered based on the data sequence in the receiver buffer. Data sequence mapping associated segments are sent over different paths with data sequence numbering, so that segments can be reordered at the receiver buffer. It is determined that the transmission of the packet is successful if the data sequence is successfully transmitted over any subflow. On the other hand, it is assumed that the packet is lost if both the data and subflow sequence are out of order. In addition, if the ACK for the data sequence reception does not reach all paths, it is determined that the packet is lost even though the retransmission timeout (RTO) has not been exceeded. The description of parameters used in this paper are listed in Table 1 .
IV. MULTIPATH BASED ADAPTIVE CONCURRENT TRANSFER ANALYSIS A. MULTIPATH BASED CONCURRENT TRANSFER
In this paper, FCT and RCT are proposed as the simultaneous transmission methods used in MACT. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the multipath based FCT and RCT. In Fig. 1 , two paths are connected between the source node and the destination node, and a frame composed of three packets (P1, P2, and P3) is transmitted. Fig. 1 (a) shows the outline of FCT, which aims to maximize the data rate by transmitting the largest number of packets in the shortest period of time. In Fig. 1 (a) , P1 and P2 are transmitted through path 1, with subflow sequences 1 and 2, respectively, and P3 is transmitted through path 2, with subflow sequence 1. In Fig. 1 , T m = L/d m , T prop,m , and T proc,m are respectively the statistical transmission delay, propagation delay, and processing delay of path m. It is assumed that T prop,m is the same for data and ACK packets, and T ACK is the transmission time consumed in transmitting an ACK packet at the destination node.
FCT intends to enhance the multipath concurrent transfer rate by controlling the last packet (of a frame) of the slower path to be transmitted before the last packet of the fastest path, in order to compensate for the time differences in the path delay. In Fig. 1 (a) , P3,1 is completed before P2,2 is completed through path 1. When a frame is transmitted through FCT considering packet loss, the data rate d FCT of FCT that considers packet loss can be expressed as where n FCT ,m is the ratio of packets transmitted through path m, is the average number of packets per frame, D FCT is the round trip time (RTT) of FCT, = I for an I frame and = P for a P frame, and d FCT represents the throughput when using automatic retransmission request (ARQ). Equation (2a) defines the RTT when one frame is transmitted through FCT based on UDP. In (2a), max D FCT ,1 , · · · , D FCT ,M refers to the delay of the slowest path, where D FCT ,m is the RTT of path m based on FCT, and (1 − R FCT ) in (1) is the probability that all packets that make up the frame are successfully transmitted, where R FCT in (2b) is the frame loss rate (FLR) of FCT.
Lemma 1: Assuming that Q m is the queuing delay of path m, the packet transmission rate of each path is determined as n FCT ,1 : n FCT ,2 : · · · : n FCT ,M = Q−Q 1
In order to satisfy (1), a complicated and longlasting algorithm (such as a heuristic algorithm) is required, which limits the difficulty in satisfying the fluctuating channel conditions and real-time characteristics of the service. Therefore, the semi-optimal value is derived by simplifying the equation. That is, it is assumed that (1) is satisfied through minimization of (2a) based on (3) minimize
where RTTs of each subflows are statistically monitored, which are consisted of transmission, queueing, propagation, and processing delay along the multi-hop path. However, propagation and processing delay do not have much effect compared to the others. Assuming that the RTT without queuing delay is the minimum RTT over time, Q m , which is the access link queuing delay of path m, can be estimated based on the RTT measured by the receiver, the transmission delay T m , and n FCT ,m [19] . It is assumed that path m is the slowest path, which n FCT ,m T m + Q m ≥ n FCT ,m T m + Q m for ∀m. Then, to minimize the maximum RTT, the slowest path m tries to decrease the allocated packets n FCT ,m to lower its RTT until m is no longer the slowest path. If this process is repeated, the RTT of each path becomes equal in the end as n FCT ,1
Therefore, the ratio of the packets allocated to each path is n FCT ,1 : n FCT ,2 : · · · : n FCT ,M = Q−Q 1
On the other hand, RCT is a transmission scheme that ensures reliability by transmitting the same packet through multiple paths. RCT consists of a main path and multiple backup paths. The main path transmits all data constituting the video stream frame, while other backup paths copy only partial data of the frame. Therefore, even if some data of the main path is lost or erroneous, duplicated packets transmitted through the backup path can be secured. In Fig. 1 (b) , P1, P2, and P3 are transmitted through path 1, with subflow sequences 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the duplicated P2 is transmitted through path 2, with subflow sequence 1. In Fig. 1 (b) , P2 does not require additional retransmissions even though it fails to be delivered via path 1, because P2 is simultaneously transmitted through path 2. In Path 1, when P3,3 arrives, P2,2 does not arrive and ''ACK2, SACK3'' needs to be included in the ACK message. However, since P2 is transmitted through Path 2, the receiver transmits ACK4. RCT transmits all packets through the fastest path as well as through other paths simultaneously, where the RCT scheme determines the number of packets to be transmitted through the slower paths so that the throughput is kept the same as the throughput d RCT of the fastest path even when errors occur. It is challenging to obtain an improvement in throughput when using RCT, but the reliability can be greatly increased through the transmissions of duplicated packets through multiple paths, where the FLR can be expressed as
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where x φ,m is 1 if packet φ is transmitted through path m, and 1/π m if it is not sent through path m. D RCT is the RTT of RCT, where D RCT ,m is the RTT of path m based on RCT. A packet loss in RCT occurs when all of the duplicated packets fail to be delivered to the destination. Like in FCT, in RCT the rate of packets transmitted on each path n RCT ,m is determined so that all packets complete transmission before transmission of the last packet (of the frame) on the fastest path is transmitted.
Lemma 2: The average number of paths that transmit each packet in RCT is
. Proof: In (5b), RTT due to each path does not exceed D RCT . Therefore, if the rate of packets transmitted on each path is n RCT ,2 , n RCT ,3 , · · · , n RCT ,M (0 ≤ n RCT ,m ≤ 1), the number of packets that can be transmitted on path m must satisfy the following equation. ). After frame transmission is completed, both FCT and RCT send a report on the lost packet through the returned ACK. In Fig. 1 (b) , even if delivery failure of P2 is detected on path 1, an ACK is not transmitted instantly. Instead, after all packets of the frame have been received, an ACK is sent in regards to the erroneous packet(s). The data rate d m and FLR R m of each path is also reported back to the source node.
B. MACT CONTROL SCHEME BASED ON RECEIVER BUFFER STATUS
In wireless networks, discontinuity of playback may occur due to various factors, such as, sudden channel state change, traffic congestion, and packet loss. These factors cause serious degradation in user QoE. The number of frames in the receiver buffer varies with time. If packets are delayed, the buffer may become underflow, where there is not enough data in the buffer to support a continuous playback. In such cases, stalling in the video play can occur. On the other hand, if a large amount of traffic is rapidly entering the buffer, buffer overflow may occur. In this case, packets that arrive after the buffer is full will be lost. Therefore, it is important to keep the number of frames in the receiver buffer to a certain level to maintain high service quality. In this section, a MACT scheme is proposed which maintains the number of frames in the buffer at a certain level by controlling the ratio of FCT and RCT and deciding when to use retransmission.
The proposed MACT scheme conducts adaptive concurrent transmission based on the amount of frames in the destination's buffer. The MACT scheme requires the receiver buffer to conduct packet ordering to compensate for arrival time differences of packets through the different paths. Fig. 2 presents a schematic diagram of the receiver buffer that receives packets through two paths. The size of the receiver buffer depends on the time constraint H s of the streaming service [20] . Therefore, the end-to-end delay between transmission and playback are set to not exceed H s.
The maximum number of frames in the buffer F B is set to satisfy the above inequality, which is based on the size of the buffer B. The retransmission threshold θ is set to its maximum possible value considering F B such that retransmission can be conducted without experiencing any stalling during realtime video streaming. That is, retransmission is not conducted from the first frame to the θ th frame in the buffer to prevent playout stalling because the delay due to retransmission is longer than the time remaining until the playback. The state of the buffer is classified into four cases according to the number of frames in the buffer F B and the buffer level increment rate. In Fig. 3 , case 1 occurs when F B does not exceed θ and continues to decrease, case 2 occurs when F B does not exceed θ but continues to increase, case 3 occurs when F B exceeds θ and continues to increase, and case 4 occurs when F B exceeds θ but continues to decrease.
If case 1 continues ( Fig.3 (a) ), playout stalling will occur once the buffer empties, therefore the destination node needs to enter case 2 to prevent this from happening. Therefore, it is required to improve the throughput through the following policy for the GOPs that are being transmitted
where α is the number of frames transmitted using RCT in the GOP. The MACT scheme needs to apply an α that minimizes the FLR while increasing the throughput above the encoding rate r. In this case, (8) and (9) are monotonously decreasing linear functions in a weighted sum form, and α UB = F(d FCT − r)/(d FCT − d RCT ) satisfies (8) .
If case 2 conditions continue, the status may change to case 3, where the buffer will become full and packets may be dropped due to buffer overflow. In this condition, enhancing the throughput will no longer provide QoE improvements. If this status continues, the status may change to case 4 through the following policy to improve the system reliability,
where R C is the reliability constraint of the service. In contrast to the control statement of (8), control policy (10) maximizes the data rate under the constraint of keeping the FLR condition, where the optimal α value is searched to satisfy the objective function (10) . Policy (10) and (11) are respectively modified versions of (8) and (9), where the constraint condition is changed to α LB = F(R FCT − R C )/(R FCT − R RCT ). When in case 4 and (10) is applied, entry into case 1 occurs, which hopefully can be maintained until the video streaming is completed. Using the control statements (8) and (10), the range of α based on a GOP will be F(
Frames with higher priority (according to the video encoding policy) can be serviced through RCT to enhance the reliability.
The proposed MACT scheme can be implemented with or without priority support for the packets of I frames. The reason that higher priority support for I frames (compared to P and B frames) could be beneficial to the performance in poor network conditions is because an error event occurring to an I frame can result in consecutive P and B frame decoding failures [11] . One consideration is that, because I frames are larger compared to P and B frames, more packets are needed to transfer an I frame. The proposed MACT scheme can be configured to apply RCT to all packets of an I frame when degraded network conditions are detected. In addition, the proposed MACT scheme can be configured to consecutively stream all packets of an I frame and use an accumulated ACK for the packets to reduce the frequency of ACKs. If needed, accumulated ACK transmission can be applied to the packets corresponding to a P or B frame as well. For example, in H.264, the importance of an I frame is higher than a P frame, so for an I frame α ≥ 1 can be set such that I frame transmissions are conducted in RCT. In addition to I frames, packets with high priority will be subject to RCT support, which include packets used for control of real-time services. RCT can also be used for erroneous packet retransmission, which can be quickly detected through the control plane that is monitoring the error events in the network and physical layers.
MACT has partial reliability characteristics according to the buffer case classification, which has some relevance to the partial reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP). PR-SCTP is proposed by the IETF for real-time multimedia [21] , which can support varying reliability levels by stopping data retransmission before a certain transmission sequence number (TSN). On the other hand, MACT can maintain a target reliability level while minimizing data traffic of the stream by controlling the ratio between FCT and RCT and the buffer state.
C. MACT ALGORITHM
The pseudocode of the MACT scheme is presented in Algorithm 1. MACT uses GOP size F, encoding rate r, I , P , and L as input. When preparing for video streaming, the receiver's buffer size and θ is calculated based on the input information (step 1) and the initial value of α is set to 1 for reliable I frame transmission (step 2).
During video streaming (step 3), the current status is classified according to the number of frames in the buffer F B and Algorithm 1 MACT Algorithm input r, I , P , L 1: compute buffer size B and θ 2: set α = 1 for reliable I frame transfer 3: for video streaming do 4: get throughput and PLR of each path 5: if f B ≤ θ then 6: if case 1: d ≤ r then 7: apply the policy of case 1 using (8) 8: else case 2: 9: maintain the policy of case 1 10: end if 11: else 12: if case 4: d ≤ r then 13: maintain the policy of case 3 14: else case 3: 15: apply the policy of case 3 using (10) 16: end if 17: end if 18: end for throughput d. When in case 1 status, the control condition of (8) is applied to increase the number of frames transmitted through FCT (steps 5, 6, and 7). When in case 2 status, the control condition of (7) is maintained (step 5, 8, and 9). If a transition from case 2 to case 3 occurs, the ratio of RCT is increased based on (9) (step 11, 12, and 13). If case 4 status is entered, the control condition of (10) is maintained (step 11, 14, and 15) . This continues until the video streaming is complete.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the video streaming performance analysis, the time limit H is set to 150 ms [20] and it is assumed that H.264 GOPs consist of an average of one I frame and nine P frames (i.e., F = 10) with an average packet size L of 1400 bytes. The streaming video used in the experiment is a 1080p (1920×1020) HD video with 30 fps at an encoding rate of 8 Mbps. It is assumed that there are two paths between the video provider (source node) and receiver (destination node), where one path goes through the cellular network and the other path is connected through Wi-Fi. Performance analysis is conducted by comparing MACT with MPTCP, TCP, and PERES, which is an UDP transmission method considering ACK/NAK and buffer control [11] .
The data rate and PLR of path 1 and path 2 are respectively assumed to be 8 Mbps and 0.02, and 5 Mbps and 0.06. Fig. 4 (a) presents the average throughput graph for the video frames. In Fig. 4 (a) , MACT and MPTCP have an average throughput of 9.10 Mbps and 8.37 Mbps, respectively, which fully satisfies the video rate requirement of 8 Mbps. The throughput of TCP and PERES are respectively 8.25 Mbps and 8.24 Mbps, which also satisfy the video rate requirement when the channel condition is good. Fig. 4 (b) presents the performance graph of structural similarity (SSIM) of a video streaming image through each transmission technique compared to its original video image [22] . In Fig. 4 (b) , the SSIM of UDP-based MACT and PERES are 0.88 and 0.84, respectively, which are higher than the SSIM of MPTCP, 0.74. While the SSIM of TCP is about 1, the SSIM of MPTCP is 0.74, which can be caused by lack of consideration of the receiver buffer. The results of Fig. 4 (a) and (b) demonstrate that TCP and PERES over a single path can result in a good performance, when the main path has a sufficiently good channel condition.
Then, while maintaining the characteristics of path 2, the data rate of path 1 is lowered to be 4 Mbps and PLR of 0.02 under poor channel conditions. Fig. 5 (a) and (b) present the performance graph of throughput and SSIM, respectively, when the data rate of path 1 is lowered to 4 Mbps while the PLR is still 0.02. In Fig. 5 (a) , MACT and MPTCP have an average throughput of 8.25 Mbps and 8.99 Mbps, respectively, which still satisfy the video rate requirement of 8 Mbps. However, the throughput of PERES and TCP are respectively 7.74 Mbps and 4.20 Mbps, which cannot satisfy the video encoding rate requirement. In addition, the standard deviation of PERES is the largest value of the four that are compared, 3.09 Mbps, which may cause a drop in QoS due to the fluctuation of PERES. In Fig. 5 (b) , the SSIM of UDP-based MACT and PERES are 0.80 and 0.80, respectively, which are higher than the SSIM of MPTCP, which is 0.75. TCP can provide a high SSIM value at the cost of having the lowest throughput performance among the four compared, which is why it would be unsuitable to apply TCP in real-time video streaming networks that experience packet delivery failures. The results of Fig. 5 (a) and (b) demonstrate that MACT can provide a better performance compared to MPTCP, PERES, and TCP, when the main path has a low data rate. Fig. 6 shows that the video quality changes according to the data rate of the channel. In Fig. 6 , MACT and MPTCP have a higher throughput and lower frame-level delay than the encoding rates regardless of the changes in the data rate of path 1, and that MACT can provide a higher SSIM than MPTCP. While TCP continues to show a high SSIM (about 1), it can be seen that the frame-level delay is the highest when the data rate is low. The SSIM of PERES increases as the data rate increases, but PERES shows a low throughput performance when the data rate of path 1 is low, which is similar to TCP. When the data rate of path 1 is 8 Mbps and the PLR is 0.05, Fig. 7 (a) and (b) present the performance graph of the throughput and SSIM, respectively. In Fig. 7 (a) , MACT has an average throughput of 10.63 Mbps, which is the largest and most stable. The throughput of MPTCP and TCP (i.e., 7.27 Mbps and 8.26 Mbps, respectively) are lower than MACT and PERES (i.e., 10.63 Mbps and 9.76 Mbps, respectively), which is due to the window size reduction effect when lost packets are detected. In Fig. 7  (b) , the SSIM of multipath-based MACT and MPTCP are 0.82 and 0.75, respectively, which are higher than the SSIM of PERES, 0.67, which is a single path UDP based transmission scheme. Fig. 8 shows the video quality changes based on the channel error rate. When the data rate is the same and PLR VOLUME 7, 2019 is changed from 2% to 5%, MACT shows no significant change or only a slight improvement in throughput, framelevel delay, and SSIM, while the throughput of MPTCP decreases and the frame-level delay of MPTCP increases. In addition, the SSIM of PERES is significantly reduced. Based on Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 , if the primary path maintains good channel conditions, the performance of TCP and PERES over a single path may be sufficient. However, if the data rate of the primary path drops or the PLR rises, resulting in poorer channel conditions, MACT is more stable and can provide a better performance than MPTCP, TCP, and PERES.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the MACT scheme is proposed, which is designed to provide higher levels of throughput and SSIM performance to enhance the QoE of real-time video streaming services using multipath networks that experience packet delivery failures. MACT uses adaptive switching of FCT and RCT mode based on the buffer level of the destination node, frame priority, and the multipath network conditions. The experiment results show that the MACT scheme can provide an improved real-time video streaming performance compared to MPTCP, PERES, and TCP over networks with poor channel conditions, which have low data rates or high PLRs.
